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At First Steps, we support each child in our Koala’s Room with 
developmental and individual goals, and work alongside families to 
support these goals. Our team of highly trained educators work together 
to provide a positive, exciting and inviting learning experience for every 
child in this room. 

We provide a variety of experiences to encourage learning to nurture 
your child’s current interests within our environment. These experiences 
change throughout the week depending on the children’s needs and 
level of learning. Whilst in the Koala Room, your child will develop gross 
motor skills and explore the natural environment through our outdoor 
area. We provide learning spaces where children may climb, run, dance 
and play, whilst exploring and having lots of fun each day.
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Welcome to First Steps’ 

Koala Court
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Our program is based around 
the children’s current interests, 
individual goals and their 
developmental milestones. We 
do this by incorporating these 
things within our environment and 
providing learning experiences to 
support their interests and goals. 
We like to cook and promote healthy 
eating, and encourage children 
to try new foods. We always have 
sensory experiences out for the 
children to explore, such as, touch, 
hear, smell, sight and taste.

Our program revolves around play 
based learning and we support 
children to have independent play 
for personal interests. We support 
each child with their goals and 
promote the best learning space to 
achieve them.

We have group time three times a 
day where we learn new skills such 
as language, dances and much more. 
It is important to us to provide 
learning experiences for each child 
within our room to help them learn 
and grow and develop new skills, 
such as; language skills, listening 
to stories, and learning singing and 
dance. 

Our Program
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The Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF)

All children experience learning that is engaging and builds success for life. 

It is designed to provide a bridge by which young children can be assisted to 
make a smooth transition from learning at home to the more formal learning 
setting at school.

The EYLF describes a vision of children’s learning, characterised by:

BELONGINGBELONGING

Recognising that 
knowing where 
and with whom 

you belong is 
integral to human 

existence, providing 
a basis for children’s 

interdependence 
and relationships 

with others.

BEINGBEING

Recognising and 
valuing the “here” 

and “now” in 
children’s lives and 
viewing childhood 

for the future.

BECOMING BECOMING 

Recognising 
the rapid and 

significant learning 
and development 
that occurs in the 
early years, and 

the capability and 
potential of all 

children.
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0202Daily Requirements

Each day your child attends day care, they will need to have the following. 
Please ensure everything is CLEARLY named.

A hat 
(a First Steps hat can be purchased  

from our office for $7.00)

Bed bag with a fitted cot sheet 
and flat sheet/blanket

At least two sets of spare clothes
 (for water play and/or accidents)

Water bottle 
(this is left at the centre and is  

washed and refilled daily) 

Labelled nappy cream A nutritious lunch 
(with ALL containers named)

Dummy
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We store dummies in a separated container which is easily accessible for staff 
and parents. If you are providing a dummy for your child, please provide a 
dummy cap to be stored in the container for hygienic purposes.

If your child has a bottle at rest time we ask that you bring the bottle already 
filled with water and we can add the formula; or we are able to warm cow’s 
milk to your child’s liking. Please ensure that all bottles are clearly labelled. 

Additional recommendations

Dummy Bottle 

If you wish, you may also bring these additional items, especially for rest times 
to comfort your child. 

Teddy



We encourage children to be 
creative and expressive in their play 
and this can be messy. We suggest 
a collection of ‘day care clothes’, 
like a uniform, that you are happy 
for your child to wear to be able to 
participate fully in the program. 

We ask that you please send along 
at least two spare sets of named 
clothes each day, and many pairs of 
underwear; when your child is ready 
(ie. they are confident in underwear 
at home).

Shoes are optional. If your child 
is wearing enclosed shoes please 
provide socks to avoid discomfort 
and blistering.
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0404What to Wear



In Summer, we love to do water 
play; we recommend packing 
swimmers/spare clothes when 
the weather heats up. We also 
recommend buying a “wet/dry bag” 
which we can use to send home 
wet/dirty clothes instead of using 
plastic nappy bags.

Sun safe clothes, hats and 
sunscreen

Protecting children from the effects 
of the sun is of vital importance. All 
First Steps children are required to 
wear clothes that provide suitable 
protection from the sun. Clothes 
must cover the shoulders and 
should cover as much of the body 
as is practical. Throughout our 
programs and practices children are 
encouraged to develop appropriate 

Sun Safe attitudes and practices, 
including the wearing of hats and 
the application of sunscreen to 
exposed skin prior to outdoor play. 

All children need to have a wide 
brim hat; please no caps as they 
are not sun smart. We do sell green 
‘First Steps’ bucket hats at our front 
desk for $7.00.

We require your child to have 
sunscreen applied before starting 
their day. Parents are asked to apply 
or supervise the application of 
sunscreen to their child before or 
upon arrival. We provide sunscreen, 
however if your child requires their 
own due to allergies, please provide 
this and have it clearly named; and 
notify us on your enrolment form.
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Note that all lunchboxes are kept 
refrigerated until required. 

Lunchbox ideas

Please be mindful when packing 
your child’s lunch box that we 
encourage wholesome, nutritious 
foods. We recommend providing 
foods that your child is familiar with 
and enjoys at home. However, we 
suggest avoiding snack and treat 
foods as they can cause issues with 
other children. 

We encourage children to drink 
water throughout the day by using 
a bottle (bought in from home and 
clearly named). Please leave other 
drinks such as juice poppers and 
milk drinks for home, unless needed 
for rest time.

Please feel free to ask for any lunch 
box ideas. Within our program, we 
plan cooking experiences to support 
healthy eating and wellbeing. 

0505Food + Nutrition

Meal times are an important time 
every day. It is a chance for children 
to sit with their peers and interact 
informally with friends and teachers. 

At First Steps, parents provide 
the food eaten by their child. We 
promote “Nude Food” lunch boxes 
to create less rubbish and the food is 
much more accessible for children. 
These types of lunch boxes are 
inexpensive and dishwasher safe 
and allows you to pack a variety 
of foods. This helps your child by 
supporting self help skills as the can 
help themselves and choose what 
they want at meal times. It is also 
handy when multiple containers 
fit into one lunch box so that 
containers don’t get left behind or 
lost. Please remember to label ALL 
containers within the lunchbox. 

These are just a few suggestions but 
we do prefer less plastic wrappers 
and more eco friendly products. 
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0606Educa
Here at First Steps, we like to keep 
a record of your child’s individual 
progress throughout the year. This 
helps us keep a close eye on your 
child’s development. We keep 
monthly observations, jottings, and 
developmental records about your 
child. We also record any important 
information about your child and 
use photos as records as well. 
These are recorded on our online 
platform “Educa”. You will receive 
an invitation via email to join Educa 
(if you haven’t already) and then 
you will have access to your child’s 
profile where you can read and even 
comment on observations written 
by educators. You can also upload 
stories/photos about what you did 
at home/on holiday for us to see at 
the centre.
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Established patterns of rest and 
relaxation have benefits that a child 
can carry into later life. 

Our program incorporates a 
dedicated rest time. Each child has an 
individual sleep time, some shorter 
than others. 

Compulsory rest time is between 
11.30 am – 2.00pm.

When children wake up, their nappy 
is changed and are encouraged to 
do activities on the veranda outside. 
This allows the sleep environment to 
remain quiet for children that need 
extra sleep.

0707Rest Times



Some children may become distressed when they are left at day care initially. 
This is quite common and perfectly normal particularly if your child has not 
been in a group setting before, or only been around their immediate family.

Usually children settle quickly into the day once the parents have left but 
there are a few things that can help your child if they do become upset.

• Find an activity they enjoy and help to get them settled.
• Make a connection with an educator/teacher to support your child when 

you are ready to leave.
• Say goodbye and leave quickly reassuring them that you will see them 

soon at the end of the day/after rest time.

Separation anxiety disappears as the child becomes familiar with the 
surroundings and trusting relationships are established with others. If your 
child is distressed for an extended time and is having trouble settling we 
will always ring you - but please feel free to call us at any time to reassure 
yourself that your child has settled. 

We often encourage you to bring your child in for a play for an hour or so 
a couple of weeks before starting to ease them into our environment. This 
allows children to have small positive experiences that build their confidence 
before moving onto full days.

Our preferred times for bringing your child in for a play is between 9.45 – 
11.00am as this is after morning tea, nappy changes/toileting and is when 
we start our planned learning experiences. Please feel free to discuss any 
concerns you may have with your educator or the Director.

0808Tips For Leaving Your Child 
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Parent Involvement  
+ Communication

We understand how busy your life 
can be, and by telling us about your 
weekend or uploading videos or 
pictures on Educa, we are able to 
plan activities which are related 
to weekend and family activities. 
Examples of this might be; seeing 
a baby cousin, helping out around 
the house or even signing in the 
car. This gives us the opportunity 
to connect and get to know your 
child’s interests. From this we are 
able to then create individual goals 
and learning experiences within our 
program. 

We love when parents get involved 
with our program and keep us 
updated each week; and we know 
that you feel the same way too. 
Educa is our way of connecting with 
you online; keeping you updated 
with what learning we do every 
week. 

We also use Facebook to share what 
is happening in the centre, so be 
sure to follow us.



First Steps  
Early Childhood 
Learning Centre



FIRST STEPS EARLY CHILDHOOD  
LEARNING CENTRE

1 Steven Street
Atherton QLD 4883

(07) 4091 7757
enquiries@firststeps.com.au
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